
New Typeface For Your Newsletter:
Please Tell Us If You Object

We stared and compared, and concluded that this
typeface is easier on our eyes than the Times New Roman
typeface we have historically used.  So we changed type-
faces, at least for this issue.  Please let us know if you
think we should go back to the former look.

Client Using Part Of Eclipsys Sunrise XA 3.3
 Likes The Results So Far

Abington Memorial Hospital, 508 beds, Abington,
Pa., reports that it went live in April on parts of Eclipsys
SunriseXA 3.3, and is happy with what it has seen so far.

  “The release is very stable,” reported CIO Alison
Ferren, in an e-mailed response to our inquiry.  “We have
not had any downtime.”  Abington is live on XA for patient
lists and results retrieval, but is still using e-7000 for orders
and documentation, she said.  A community teaching hospi-
tal, Abington has 86% of its physician  (See ‘Eclipsys,’ page 3)

End-Users Oust Meditech for QuadraMed

For many years, Meditech proudly advertised that it had
never been displaced.  However, at three-hospital Commu-
nity Foundation of Northwest Indiana, users voted both
Meditech Magic and McKesson Series out.   (See ‘Meditech,’
page 5)

Lehigh Gets Mixed Results From Biometric IDs

The price of lost passwords at odd hours was adding
up for Lehigh Valley Hospital, Allentown and Bethlehem,
Pa.

Every time someone with sufficient security clearance to
check a password logs on to the system in the middle of
the night to retrieve a lost password, the hospital faced an
extra charge, Lehigh presenters told an audience at the
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2004 HIMSS meeting.  (They didn’t say what
this cost was, and didn’t respond to our
inquiries; we presume form the context that it
must have been an overtime cost.)

So Lehigh turned to what it calls its “Wild
Ideas Team” to find a creative solution.

Their answer?  Iris scans.  The technol-
ogy, licensed from Politec, Reston, Va.,
checks a photograph of the petitioner’s iris
against a database of approved users.
Lehigh has rolled the technology out to 200
users with mixed results.

It did work as advertised.  The system
has even been integrated into Lehigh’s
Computer Associates single sign-on system,
so that users authenticate to the network
and sign on without touching a keyboard.
The technical challenges seem manageable.
Camera angle and lighting are important,
employees must position themselves about
an arm’s length from the camera, and au-
thentication can be a little more difficult for
people who wear contact lenses.

The technology is apparently wonderfully
secure.  According to a study by the Interna-
tional Biometric Group (IBG), iris scan is the
lowest-effort and most secure of the biomet-
ric technologies.  False acceptance rates
are one in a million.  False rejections run 8%-
10%.  Lehigh’s false rejection rate was even
better, only about .5%.  Only one user, a
woman who wears a lot of eye make-up and
hard contact lens, has chronic difficulty
authenticating, said Michelle Wagamen,
clinical applications supervisor.

Not a cure-all; costs and hidden costs

But, as so often is the case with zippy
new technologies, the implementation has
not worked out exactly as expected.  It has
dented, but not cured, Lehigh’s problem with

passwords because MDs, who are notorious
for forgetting passwords, often log in from
remote facilities and laptops.  That’s a prob-
lem the system can’t touch.  Another short-
coming: Iris recognition is fine for logging
users on, but is no use for logging them off.

Iris recognition was also the most expen-
sive of the eight biometric analysis tech-
niques reviewed in the IBC study.  In that
regard, Lehigh’s experience could be a
lesson.  Workstation cameras cost $200
each.   Politec charges $29 to enroll a new
employee in the system, and  $10 per em-
ployee per month to maintain them in the
system.  With about 7,000 workstations and
about 7,000 employees, Lehigh could spend
$1.4 million on cameras, $203,000 on initial
enrollment, and $70,000 on user licenses.

And that doesn’t even address what
Lehigh considers its biggest hurdle:

Iris Recognition cameras require USB
support.  That’s available with Windows XP,
but  Lehigh is a Windows 2000 shop -- in
other words, an additional, unanticipated
overhead cost.

Employee enrollment brings its own set
of challenges.  The team which actually
handles the enrolling must be available for all
three shifts, and team members must have
full administrative rights to the scheduling
database.  That means a lot of grunt work
for some pretty top-level people.

User acceptance not as great as hoped

While some users were initially enthusias-
tic, others feared their employer was trying
to “steal” their identities. Others just worried
that the camera could affect their vision. A
survey taken just three weeks after imple-
mentation yielded telling results:
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• 7% said they were “always” successful
logging on, 64% said they were successful
“most of the time,” and 29% were successful
only “some of the time.”

• 50% found iris recognition faster than
manual log-on, 43% found it slower, and 7%
said it was about the same.

• Asked for feedback on the “overall feel
and function” of the scan, 57% found it good,
and 43% found it just OK.

Lehigh officials attribute the results partly
to the system’s newness at the time the
survey was taken.  Information:
Michele.wagaman@lvh.com and
kelly.lubenesky@lvh.com

Eclipsys...continued from page 1:

orders entered by computer.

 Abington is seeing “improved” response
times, she said.  Abington used an early
version of XA, so we’re not sure if the com-
parison is with e-7000, early XA, or both.

If the improvement holds true for orders
and documentation and at other client sites,
it’s major progress for Eclipsys, which was
rocked last year by response-time problems
in SunriseXA and by early users’ revelations
that Eclipsys had told several of them
through early 2003 that they were the “only
one” with the problem (IHC, 11/03/03).

Ms. Ferren’s report also seems to back
up the results of recent benchmark tests by
Aberdeen Group (IHC, 05/03/04).

The deployment is just a drum roll for the
main event.  Version 3.5, due out in June,
promises complex ordering functions, struc-
tured documentation, and knowledge-based
charting, she said.  Abington is “anxiously
awaiting” its release, she said.

As we were going to press, Eclipsys
announced that Rush-Copley Medical Cen-
ter, 148 beds, Aurora, Ill., is live “enterprise-
wide” on XA 3.3.

Siemens Soarian: Slow Progress,
But Loyal Clients Hanging Tough

Like many of you, we’ve heard our share
of rumors about troubles with Siemens
Soarian, including top management disap-
pointment, middle management changes,
even staffing cutbacks.

Curious about how all this looks from a
user point of view, we attempted to contact
top technology people at 13 Soarian sites.
Four responded in time to meet our news
deadline; others promised answers but
couldn’t accommodate our schedule.

What’s noteworthy here:

• On one hand, given ample opportunity
to complain about a vendor whose product
is, by most accounts, well behind schedule,
not one had any negative comments about
the vendor or its performance.

• On the other, much of the live usage
discussed in this report is pretty small-scale.

 Three of the four -- Linda Reino, CIO at
Universal Health Services, King of Prussia,
Pa.; Liz Novak, VP technology projects,
University Hospitals and Health System,
Cleveland, Ohio; and John Stanley, senior
VP and CIO, Riverside Health System,
Gloucester, Va. – are unflagging in their
loyalty to Siemens, and  professed optimism
about their products.

 “We’re not an alpha or a beta site,” said
Mr. Stanley,  but “we’re having good atten-
tion.”  Siemens is “working hard” at getting
the job done.
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The fourth, Baptist Health of Birmingham,
Alabama’s largest healthcare provider,
halted Soarian implementation without really
saying why.

According to local newspapers, the
troubles are due mostly to the health
system’s internal financial troubles.  Baptist
will “instead” install Siemens Invision.  IHC
reported in 2002 that Baptist was a “long-
time” user of Siemens Invision and had
recently signed a seven-year outsourcing
agreement with Siemens.  The agreement
made Baptist the largest outsourcing client
for Siemens to date (IHC,11/11/02)

 Our conclusion: users are inured to
vaporware, happy with recent upgrades to
Siemens Invision, and sufficiently impressed
by Siemens’ vision and progress on Soarian
(or sufficiently unimpressed by Siemens’
competitors) that they’re willing to wait.  Of
course, the real deals – the ones involving
money and signatures – are hidden from
view, but could contribute mightily to client
patience.

Siemens announced beta testing of
Soarian Clinicals and Soarian Financial
systems in March 2002 at the Health Infor-
mation and Management Systems Society
(HIMSS) meeting.

The buzz on Soarian was, and is, that it
offers a user interface smart enough to
anticipate clinician needs and “embedded
analytics” that can keep track of progress
toward care goals, and sound an alarm
when they are not being met.

More recently, Siemens has said that
Soarian workflow is capable of monitoring
work patterns of individual employees, and
providing analysis on what makes one more
efficient than another.

What progress we found is occurring at
some fairly small sites.   For example, 71-
bed Riverside Walter Reed Hospital,
Gloucester, Va.,  went live with Soarian
Common Clinicals and Soarian Clinical Ac-
cess (orders and results) in November,
2003.  Nursing is “ecstatic,” and MDs are
“drooling” over the possibilities with the
Soarian workflow engine, Mr. Stanley said.

Soarian Health Information Management
is live enterprise-wide at 80-bed Inland
Valley Regional Medical Center, Wildomar,
Calif., and Rancho Springs Medical Center,
99 beds, Murietta, Calif.  Total users at both
hospitals is “about 40,” said Linda Reino,
CIO 25-hospital Universal Health Services,
King of Prussia, Pa.  Physicians at both
hospitals begin pilot-testing chart completion
and electronic signature in July, she said.

Ms. Reino called HIM the “most mature”
of the Soarian applications.  She is in close
touch with these hospitals and others be-
cause she is participating with them in beta
tests of modules for HIM, scheduling and
financial management.

 Soarian scheduling is undergoing pilot
testing at Wellington Regional Medical Cen-
ter, 112 beds, West Palm Beach, Fla.  It is
being tested in the Wound Center, where it
has just one user.  Three other hospitals
expect to go live next fall, she said.

Here’s the take on Universal Health
Services, which was announced as a beta
test site for Soarian financials back in 2002
(IHC, 11/11/02):

 The vendor is hard at work, making the
improvements UHS requested, Ms. Reino
said.  Those include increased work listing
capability for bill collectors, expanded DRG
processing, and improved financial analysis
capabilities.  UHS expects to go live on a
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beta in late 2005 or early 2006.  Meanwhile,
“we get by fine on the Invision systems we
have in place.”

 Liz Novak, VP technology for University
Hospitals Health System, gave little detail in
her e-mailed responses to our inquiry, but
she too is clearly in the camp of Siemens
loyalists.  UHHS signed for Soarian clinicals
and financials in June, 2001, she said.
Implementation has started; the delay is no
problem; and go-live is anticipated in 2005.

These users are confident that bigger,
better implementations are coming soon.
Mr. Stanley expects to roll out orders, re-
sults, and nursing care at Riverside Regional
Medical Center (licensed for 576 beds, but
“actually around 300")  in the fourth quarter
of 2004, soon after the Joint Commission
clears out.

 HIM will be rolled out in July at 430-bed
Manatee Memorial Hospital, Bradenton, Fla.,
Ms. Reino said.

Soarian Cardiology did not come up in
our survey, but perhaps it should have.
Based on its implementation at South Caro-
lina Heart Center, Siemens won first place at
the Toward An Electronic Patient Record
awards in 2003 for small hospitals.

Meditech...continued from page 1:

 “We had 85-100 people in the room,”
said Vern Groeber VP & CIO.  The unani-
mous choice? QuadraMed Affinity.

Using a process advocated by consultant
Vince Ciotti of HIS Professionals,Community
allowed its users to choose their system.
The process began with vendor demos,
document reviews, and development of lists
of the “top 10" most important functions the
new system would provide.

On the basis of a market review of hospi-
tal systems similar in size and complexity,
Community narrowed its options to four
finalists: IDX Carecast, Siemens MedSeries
IV, Meditech client server, and QuadraMed
Affinity.  Siemens and IDX were voted off of
the island early by unanimous decision after
an on-site demo by Siemens and a docu-
mentation review and calls to IDX customer
sites.

With QuadraMed and Meditech waiting in
the wings, Community assigned clinical and
financial staff to check references, go on site
visits, and render a final decision.  In all, 120
employees, including several physicians,
visited 10 client sites and made more than
160 reference calls to discuss 18 application
areas, he said.  Most reference calls were
conference calls, Mr. Groeber said.

At the close of the process, the staff
agreed that it could live with either option
system.  Management then opened negotia-
tions with both vendors.  Management then
shared pricing and terms with users, and a
final vote was taken in favor of Affinity.  Why
did QuadraMed prevail? According to Mr.
Groeber, QuadraMed beat the competition
on functionality, user-friendliness, implemen-
tation processes, technology, and “customer
enthusiasm.”

Mr. Groeber was familiar with HIS Pro-
fessionals and its process, because it had
been used with success by Bill Laker, CIO at
Alverno Information Services, while Mr.
Groeber was working there.  QuadraMed
was his first choice as well, for many of the
same reasons cited by users.

The process took about a year.  The
biggest expense?  Sending all those employ-
ees on site visits.  However, projects tend to
succeed when management takes a step
back from decision-making, he said.  “If
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users don’t support what you are doing, IT
projects will not be successful.”

 Also, Community recently merged into a
single organization.  Mr. Groeber was hired
to select and implement a single, integrated
system to help pull the organization together.
A selection process that involves putting
everyone in the same room, listening to each
others’ concerns, seemed like a natural fit.

Rollout will be phased to “maximize
savings and investment returns.”  Implemen-
tations across the three hospitals will be
“mostly identical” to create a single patient
medical record, and to enhance Community’s
ability to cross-staff the facilities.

Phase One, set for 2004, is implementa-
tion of Affinity patient accounting, medical
records, registration, and EDI.

Phase 2 is clinicals, including clinician
access to results.  Phase 3 is CPOE, which
is to be completed in 2006.  Affected organi-
zations are the Community Hospital in
Munster, St. Catherine Hospital in East
Chicago, and St. Mary Medical Center in
Hobart.  Mr. Groeber: (219) 392-7804; HIS
Professionals:http://www.hispros.com.

Alteer Changes Business Model
 As Small Medical Offices Stumble

While hospitals are struggling to roll out
electronic health record systems, small
physician practices may be struggling even
more.  Not only do they face the usual chal-
lenges of installation, but they also have
tighter budgets in a confusing and often
unstable marketplace.

Interest is “booming” said Mark Ander-
son, principal at AC Group.  However, small
physician groups are at risk of spending a lot
of money on systems that don’t meet emerg-

ing government standards for electronic
health records, or licensing them from ven-
dors that “could go under tomorrow.”

Nick Bock, principal at Nebraska IT,
Lincoln, Neb., also worries that the nation’s
march toward digitizing physician medical
practice data will be undermined by the
financial instability of the small vendors which
have historically provided IT services.

Take the experience of Alteer, the Cali-
fornia-based vendor of physician office
systems.  It is known for providing adequate
applications and outstanding integration.  A
relatively new company, Alteer claims 5,000
users in 30 subspecialties.  However, Alteer
now plans to stop selling outside California
and pull back on EMR development, in favor
of  applications to boost collections, Mr.
Bock said.

Alteer’s version of events: the vendor will
continue providing support and upgrades, but
it will stop selling systems outside of Califor-
nia while it focuses on working with clients to
achieve better installations and higher return
on investment.  Jeff Fisher, general man-
ager, said Alteer’s new business model
involves the firm providing on-site consulting
services to manage the implementation.

Alteer expects to be compensated on a
gain-share basis, mostly from increased
payments of healthcare claims, he said.  He
said Alteer’s own studies show that about
80% of its clients lack the technology leader-
ship necessary to achieve financial gains
commensurate with the vendor’s expecta-
tions.

Interestingly, large practices were every
bit as likely to stumble as smaller ones.  Of
the 20% of practices that are succeeding
with its software, only about 10% are doing
it with high-quality in-house support; the rest
are using external resources, he said.
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Capgemini Claims Top HIS Con-
sulting Spot; Ernst & Young’s
 Once-Proud Name Sullied

Capgemini’s healthcare consulting prac-
tice, which until April 15, 2004,  was called
Cap Gemini Ernst & Young (CGEY), is on
the upswing.  Gartner Group recently said
it’s the biggest IT outsourcing/consulting
services provider to health care providers in
the world.

Ernst & Young, which once had that lofty
position as one of the most prestigious
names in healthcare information technology
consulting, is in hot water with the govern-
ment over two issues and is out of
healthcare IT consulting altogether.

It’s confusing – even more so because
both companies are involved with PeopleSoft
in deals to provide services to health care
providers.  Some of those services -- the
ones involving Ernst & Young -- have drawn
the ire of federal law enforcers.

Even more confusing: the deal between
Capgemini and PeopleSoft actually seems to
have emerged from the close relationship
between E&Y and PeopleSoft.  That doesn’t
mean there’s anything wrong with it per
se...Except that it raises age-old vendor/
consultant conflict issues of its own.

The confusion began when Capgemini
(at the time, it was called Cap Gemini)
bought the consulting part of Ernst & Young
in 2000.  In that deal, the consulting
business’s name included the “Ernst &
Young” part from 2000 until this April.  “A lot
of people are confused by that,” acknowl-
edged Capgemini spokesman John
Patterson.

What remained at Ernst & Young is an
accounting, auditing, financial advice, and

tax-sheltering business.   It’s the tax shelter-
ing and financial advice that have drawn the
attention of regulators.

An administrative law judge ruled against
E&Y April 16, 2004, in a Securities and
Exchange Commission case involving
PeopleSoft. The case involved E&Y auditing
PeopleSoft’s financial books at the same
time that the two companies were co-devel-
oping and marketing software.  E&Y said
that software had nothing to do with
healthcare.  Under the decision, E&Y is
prohibited from accepting audit engagements
from new clients for six months.  Judge
Brenda P. Murray also fined E&Y $1.7
million.

According to documents in the SEC case,
PeopleSoft and Ernst & Young had liberally
shared sales hospital leads and client infor-
mation and helped each other meet sales
targets in 1988-89.  In a Jan. 18,1999
memo, Marie Diginski, then a manager for
PeopleSoft, wrote “E&Y must help
PeopleSoft close 7 to 10 healthcare deals in
the next 45 days...according to the closed
business report from the last 12 months, all
six deals in which they were involved in the
sales cycle resulted in their winning the
implementation.”

Separately, the Department of Justice
has accused E&Y of giving faulty advice to
nine hospital clients, which resulted in Medi-
care over-billings totaling $900,000.  That
case -- which also doesn’t involve IT -- is
pending in federal court.  No hospitals are
accused of wrongdoing, nor is PeopleSoft
accused of any wrongdoing.  E&Y is ac-
cused of knowingly leading hospitals astray
with bad advice; the Feds seek triple dam-
ages.  E&Y denies the charges.  According
to that federal complaint, nine hospitals
allegedly over-billed $900,000 for non-
medically necessary laboratory charges,
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between 1991 and 1997 after E&Y advised
them that they could increase reimbursement
for lab work by charging separately for
calculations that are by-products of other
medical tests, even if the additional calcula-
tions were not specifically ordered by a
physician.  “The government concluded that
the hospitals were not acting with intent,”
said Foley Lardner attorney Judith A. Waltz.

The CGEY-PeopleSoft Software Deal

In 2001, CGEY and PeopleSoft together
announced HealtheValue, an Internet ASP-
based, browser-accessible financials, mate-
rials management, and supply chain man-
agement system for health care providers.

Given the timing, that partnership seems
to have been at least in planning while the
consulting team was still at E&Y–which might
have put the HealtheValue business under
SEC scrutiny.  However, because the part-
nership was not actually announced as a
product co-offering until after the consulting
practice became part of Cap Gemini, it was
apparently never part of the E&Y-PeopleSoft
case before the SEC.

But as noted, some of the evidence
against E&Y in the SEC case had to do with
the close E&Y-PeopleSoft relationship in
healthcare. That relationship seems to have
been carried over to CGEY through the
HealtheValue deal.

This CGEY-PeopleSoft relationship
doesn’t raise legal issues.  It also offers the
presumed benefit of experienced consulting
staff to implement or manage a complex set
of applications.

However, in certain narrow circum-
stances, it could raise that age-old question
about HIS consulting firms: if you’re deciding
on a consulting firm to help with systems
selection or strategic planning, can an HIS
consulting firm be objective when it has a
close, profitable partnership with a vendor
which is one of your potential choices or
directions in that selection or strategic plan?

Ms. Walz, the Foley & Lardner attorney,
a former government prosecutor, recom-
mended in the context of the Medicare case
that hospitals:

– “Choose carefully who they hire.”
-- “Look critically at the advice.”

While the choice of an IT consultant isn’t
likely to get you into hot water with the Feds,
that’s still probably good advice for viewing
consulting firms.

Heard On The Grapevine...

...that five hospital Memorial Care,
Huntington Beach, Calif., recently signed a
$54 million contract with Epic Systems.
That’s a big deal.

Cerner, Misys , Eclipsys Win
Top Vendor Honors At TEPR

Cerner Corp. Millennium, Misys
Healthcare CPR/Data Warehouse, and
Eclipsys Corp. Sunrise XA won first, second,
and third places respectively for best Hospi-
tal Electronic Health Record at the 2004
Toward An Electronic Patient Record
(TEPR) meeting, which just wrapped up in
Florida.


